Storyline of Doc’s inedited screenplays.
1. “Volume” – It is a story in London, days before the explosion of
the twin towers. The secret service suspects that something very
serious is going to happen and puts one of their agents undercover
as the butler of a rich Arab businessman. It’s an action suspense
with commercial appeal written in English. The end is unexpected
and astonishing.
2. “Red Buick on Via Veneto” – It’s a story about an introverted
Italian-American writer that returns to Italy to write a book about a
crime that occurred thirty something years ago, which the assassin is
still arrested. It is exactly in the same period that Fellini is filming “La
Dolce Vita”. The writer interviews the witnesses, now much older and
each statement lead to a flashback of the instant reported. The
interesting point of this script is that the flashbacks are retroactive,
that is, they start twenty days before the crime, eighteen, fifteen, ten,
seven, five, four, three hours, fifteen minutes, ten, three and an
instant before the crime. Moreover a young journalist that falls in love
with him is stalking him. In the end, we will discover the true
murderer. This script is in English.
3. “Lost ID” - It’s a story about an American psychiatrist that travels
to Brazil for a sabbatical and to develop studies about personality
disorders(double personalities). But also, this trip is to encounter his
fiancée that is an associate of a private investigation firm. He ends
up treating many cases there, witch we follow like a little story inside
the movie. The surprising point of the story is when they change
roles. She begins to investigate one of his patients and he goes to
the Amazon jungle to discover the veracity of a man who is accused
of impregnating a maid of a very important family. In the Amazon
forest he encounters a witch doctor that gives him an ancient
indigenous tea that makes him hallucinate and travel to a different
dimension in the jungle to help him discover what really happened.
Meanwhile, his fiancée follows one his cases and discovers a murder
scenario behind a mentally ill woman. Both cases have a surprising
ending.

